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Today’s quiz

The following are program to print each member of the struct Student

type object abe. Fix the error(s) and send me the fixed program with the
subject “Quiz 15”.

#include <stdio.h>

struct student{

char name[64];

int height;};

int main(void){

struct student abe = {"Abe", 169};

printf("Name: %s\n", abe -> name);

printf("Height: %d\n", abe -> height);

return 0;

}
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The quiz in the last time
The following is a function which returns 0 if s1 and s2 are same, a negative number if
s1 is prior to s2 in lexicographical order on the character code in your system and a
positive number otherwise.

int strcmp(const char *s1, const char *s2){

while(*s1 == *s2){

if(*s1 == '\0')

return 0;

s1++;

s2++;

}

return (unsigned char)*s1 - (unsigned char)*s2;

}

1 Make a program to sort and print two input strings in lexicographic order on the
character code, using the above strcomp.

2 If you input two strings with the lower-case Latin alphabets to the above program,
they are ordered in lexicographic order on ALPHABETS. Explain the reason.

3 If you input two strings which contain both the lower and upper case Latin
alphabet, the sorting result might not be ordered in lexicographic order on
alphabets. Explain the reason.
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File input/output

#include <stdio.h>

int main(void){

FILE *fp;

int ninzu = 0;

char name[100];

double height, weight;

double hsum = 0.0;

double wsum = 0.0;

if((fp = fopen("hw.dat", "r")) == NULL)

printf("The file cannot be open.");

else{

while (fscanf(fp, "%s%lf%lf", name, &height, &weight) == 3){

printf("%-10s %5.1f %5.1f\n", name, height, weight);

ninzu++;

hsum += height;

wsum += weight;}

printf("----------------------------\n");

printf("Average %5.1f %5.1f\n", hsum / ninzu, wsum /ninzu);

fclose(fp);}

return 0;}
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Streams and FILE

Text stream

A text stream is a sequence of characters divided into lines.

The standard input stream stdin is a stream to scan the standard
input, which is usually from the keyboard.

The standard output stream stdout is a stream to print the output,
which is usually to the display.

The standard error stream stderr is a stream to indicate the error,
which is usually the display.

FILE

stdin, stdout and stderr have the type of pointers to FILE-type
object.

FILE-type objects have the following information:
▶ File position indicator
▶ Error indicator
▶ end-of-file indicator
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fopen and fclose

fopen(filename, mode)

A function to open the file filename, which should be a string.

The return value is a pointer to FILE if it succeed to open the file.
Otherwise it returns the NULL pointer (the special pointer pointing
nowhere).

mode can be divided into read, write, update and add.
▶ "r": Open the file filename with read mode.
▶ "w": If filename exists, delete the contents and open for writing

mode. Otherwise, generate an empty file with the given name.
▶ "a" Open filename to add the contents in the end of the file.
▶ For other modes, see p. 333 of the textbook.

fclose(pointer)

pointer has to be a pointer to FILE.

A function to close the file pointed by pointer.

A pointer generated by fopen can be closed.
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fscanf

while (fscanf(fp, "%s%lf%lf", name, &height, &weight) == 3){

..............

..............

fscanf(pointer, formats, ......)

Same as scanf except for scanning from the stream pointed by
pointer.

It returns the number of objects successfully scanned from the stream
pointed by fp. If it does not succeed to scan any objects, it returns
the macro EOF.

E.g., fscanf(fp, "%s%lf%lf", name, &height, &weight);

returns 3 if it succeed to scan one string, two floating point values.
(This is same as scanf!)

fscanf(stdin, ...) acts same as scanf(...).
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Writing to a file

#include <time.h>

#include <stdio.h>

int main(void){

FILE *fp;

time_t current = time(NULL);

struct tm *timer = localtime(&current);

if((fp = fopen("dt.dat", "w")) == NULL)

printf("\a The file cannot be open.\n");

else{

printf("The current date and time has been written.\n");

fprintf(fp, "%d %d %d %d %d %d\n",

timer->tm_year + 1900, timer->tm_mon + 1,

timer->tm_mday, timer->tm_hour,

timer->tm_min, timer->tm_sec );

fclose(fp);}

return 0;}
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fprintf

fprintf(fp, "%d %d %d %d %d %d\n",

timer->tm_year + 1900, timer->tm_mon + 1,

timer->tm_mday, timer->tm_hour,

timer->tm_min, timer->tm_sec );

fprintf(pointer, formats,......)

Same as printf except for printing on the stream pointed by
pointer.

It returns the number of characters successfully written. If it cannot
write anything, it returns negative value.

fprintf(stdout, ...) acts same as fprintf(...).
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time t and struct tm

Calendar time type time t

It is a type to express the time.

It is arithmetical type such as long or double.

Its implementation depends on the system and included in <time.h>.

Function time

It is a function to return the current time. It also assigns the current
time to the object pointed by its argument. By each of the following
function call, the current time is assigned to the variable current.

▶ time(&current);
▶ current = time(NULL);
▶ current = time(&current);

Function localtime

localtime(pointer) returns a pointer pointing the address where the
local time (depending on the system) converted from the time
pointed by pointer is installed.
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struct tm

struct tm

Member of struct tm are the following:

time sec; Seconds (0-61)

tm min; Minutes (0-59)

tm hour; Hour (0-23)

tm mday; Date (1-31)

tm mon; Month (0-11)

tm year; Years from 1900

tm wday; Day of a week, Sunday-Saturday (0-6)

tm yday; Days from 1 January

tm isdst; Summer time flag
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Example

#include <time.h>

#include <stdio.h>

int main(void){

time_t current = time(NULL);

struct tm *timer = localtime(&current);

char *wday_name[] = {"Sun", "Mon.", "Tue.", "Wed.",

"Thu.", "Fri.", "Sat."};

char *Mon_name[] = {"Jan.", "Feb.", "Mar.", "April",

"May", "Jun.", "Jul.", "Aug.",

"Sep.", "Oct.", "Nov.", "Dec."};

printf("The current time is %s, %d, %s, %d, %d:%2d:%d.\n",

wday_name[timer->tm_wday], timer->tm_mday,

Mon_name[timer->tm_mon], timer->tm_year + 1900,

timer->tm_hour, timer->tm_min,

timer->tm_sec);

return 0;}
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Example

#include <time.h>

#include <stdio.h>

char data_file[] = "datetime.txt";

void get_data(void){

FILE *fp;

if((fp = fopen(data_file, "r")) == NULL)

printf("It is first time to execute this program.\n");

else{

int year, month, day, h, m, s;

fscanf(fp, "%d%d%d%d%d%d", &day, &month, &year, &h, &m, &s);

printf("The last execution was %2d/%d/%2d %2d:%2d:%2d.",

day, month+1, year+1900, h, m, s);

fclose(fp);}}

void put_data(void){

FILE *fp;

time_t current = time(NULL);

struct tm *timer = localtime(&current);

if ((fp = fopen(data_file, "w")) == NULL)

printf("\a File cannot open.\n");

else{

fprintf(fp, "%d %d %d %d %d %d\n",

timer->tm_mday, timer->tm_mon, timer->tm_year,

timer->tm_hour, timer->tm_min, timer->tm_sec);

fclose(fp);}}

int main(void){

get_data();

put_data();

return 0;}

get data

File exists?

“It is first time...”

put data

File open?

fprintf

fscanf

“The last exe...”

Error

End

No

No

Yes

Yes
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Example: Present the contents of a file

#include <stdio.h>

int main(void){

int ch;

FILE *fp;

char fname[FILENAME_MAX];

printf("File name: ");

scanf("%s", fname);

if((fp = fopen(fname, "r")) == NULL)

printf("\aFile cannot open.\n");

else{

while ((ch = fgetc(fp)) != EOF)

putchar(ch);

fclose(fp);

}

return 0;

}
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Example: Copying a file

#include <stdio.h>

int main(void){

int ch;

FILE *sfp;

FILE *dfp;

char sname[FILENAME_MAX];

char dname[FILENAME_MAX];

printf("Input file: ");

scanf("%s", sname);

printf("Output file: ");

scanf("%s", dname);

if((sfp = fopen(sname, "r")) == NULL)

printf("\aInput file cannot open.");

else{

if((dfp = fopen(dname, "w")) == NULL)

printf("\aOutput file cannot open.");

else{

while ((ch = fgetc(sfp)) != EOF)

fputc(ch, dfp);

fclose(dfp);

}

fclose(sfp);

}

return 0;

}
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Text file and binary file
#include <stdio.h> //13-8.c

int main(void){

FILE *fp;

double pi = 3.14159265358979323846;

printf("The circle ratio assigned"

"in the variable pi is %23.21f.\n", pi);

if ((fp = fopen("PI.txt", "w")) == NULL)

printf("The file cannot open.");

else{

fprintf(fp,"%lf", pi);

fclose(fp);}

if ((fp = fopen("PI.txt", "r")) == NULL)

printf("\aThe file cannot open.\n");

else{

fscanf(fp, "%lf", &pi);

printf("The circle ration scanned"

"from the file is %23.21f.\n", pi);}

return 0;}

By double pi = 3.141...;, the
value is installed in pi as a binary
data (1st conversion).

printf prints the data installed in
pi.

fprintf guarantees the accuracy
of double value only 6 floating
digits when we do not specify it
(2nd conversion). So PI.txt is as
follows:

3.141593

By fscanf, the value scanned from
the file is installed in pi as binary
data (3rd conversion).

printf prints the data installed in
pi.

The circle ratio assigned in the variable pi is 3.141592653589793100000.

The circle ration scanned from the file is 3.141592999999999900000.
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Usage of binary data

#include <stdio.h> //13-9.c

int main(void){

FILE *fp;

double pi = 3.14159265358978323846;

printf("The circle ratio assigned"

"in the variable pi is %23.21f.\n", pi);

if ((fp = fopen("PI.bin", "wb")) == NULL)

printf("The file cannot open.");

else{

fwrite(&pi,sizeof(double), 1, fp);

fclose(fp);

}

if ((fp = fopen("PI.bin", "rb")) == NULL)

printf("\aThe file cannot open.\n");

else{

fread(&pi, sizeof(double), 1, fp);

printf("The circle ration scanned"

"from the file is %23.21f.\n", pi);}

return 0;}

By writing binary data directly in a
binary file, we can avoid the
conversions as less as possible.

"wb" is the mode to open the file
to write binary data. (If it exists, it
delete the contents and open.
Otherwise, generate the file.)

"rb" is the mode to open the file
with binary data.

fwrite(&pi, sizeof(double),

1, fp) writes 1 binary data with
the size of double installed in &pi

to the file pointed by fp.

fread(&pi, sizeof(double),

1, fp) install 1 binary data size of
double to &pi from the file
pointed by fp.

The circle ratio assigned in the variable pi is 3.141592653589783300000.

The circle ration scanned from the file is 3.141592653589783300000.
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Usage of binary data

Consider the following value:

int x = 357;

If you write the value installed in x in a text file, it needs
3× sizeof(char) memory.

If you write the value installed in x in a binary file, it need
1× sizeof(int) memory.
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Dump program

#include <stdio.h>

#include <ctype.h>

int main(void){

int n;

unsigned long count = 0;

unsigned char buf[16];

FILE *fp;

char fname[FILENAME_MAX];

printf("File name: ");

scanf("%s", fname);

if((fp = fopen(fname, "rb")) == NULL)

printf("File cannot open.");

else{

while ((n = fread(buf, 1, 16, fp)) > 0){

int i;

printf("%08lX ", count);

for (i = 0; i < n; i++)

printf("%02X ", (unsigned)buf[i]);

if (n < 16)

for (i = n; i < 16; i++)

printf(" ");

for (i = 0; i < 16; i++)

putchar(isprint(buf[i]) ? buf[i] : '.');

putchar('\n');

count += 16;}

fclose(fp);}

return 0;}

Dump program is a
program to print the
contents of binary, both in
the character codes and
character itself.

The example also print the
position (address) of
characters in the file.

Some character are not
suitable to print (e.g., the
character for new line).
isprint determines if it is
suitable for print or not. If
not, it print “.”.
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Today’s homework

1 Do ex. 13-7 (演習 13-7) in the textbook p. 345: Write a program to
count the numbers of occurrences of each digits in the input file
scanned from the keyboard and print them on the screen.

As usual, send the program to me with the title “Homework Lecture 15”.
Do not forget to include your name and student ID.
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